Effects of dietary caffeine on topographic EEG after controlling for withdrawal and withdrawal reversal.
Despite several decades of research into the effects of caffeine on EEG, few consistent findings have emerged. Notwithstanding the likelihood that differences in methodology may explain some of the inconsistency, confidence in the published findings is undermined by the failure in previous studies to control for the effects of caffeine withdrawal and withdrawal reversal. Participants (n = 22) alternated weekly between ingesting placebo and caffeine (1.75 mg/kg) 3 times daily for 4 consecutive weeks. EEG activity was measured at 32 sites during eyes closed, eyes open, and performance of a vigilance task. Caffeine was found to have few and modest effects on EEG in the theta and alpha bandwidths, and no effects in the delta and beta bandwidths. Evidence was found of withdrawal, withdrawal reversal, and tolerance in relation to observed increases in theta power during task performance; withdrawal and withdrawal reversal in relation to increases in alpha power during all three behavioural conditions (eyes closed, eyes open, and task performance), and withdrawal-induced adverse effects in relation to aspects of subjective mood. The finding of similar increases in theta power following caffeine challenge and acute caffeine withdrawal casts doubt on whether caffeine may be viewed as having direct stimulant effects. Results could suggest that change in drug state, whether in the form of acute caffeine withdrawal or challenge, may be disruptive to electrophysiological activity in the brain.